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An optical–optical double-resonance study of the Rydberg states of O 2 .
II. The np and nf „ungerade … states excited via single-rotational
levels of the b 1S0g

¿ valence state
A. Marica Sjödin,a) Trevor Ridley,b) Kenneth P. Lawley, and Robert J. Donovan
School of Chemistry, The University of Edinburgh, West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JJ, Scotland,
United Kingdom

~Received 4 November 2002; accepted 21 February 2003!

The np (n53 – 10) andn f (n54 – 9) Rydberg states of O2 converging on O2
1 X 2P1/2,g and

X 2P3/2g have been studied between 75 000 and 99 900 cm21 using optical–optical double
resonance with multiphoton ionization. Three-photon excitation from single rotational levels of the
initially excited b 1S0g

1 valence state was used to access these states. Then f states show a strong
tendency towards~V,v! coupling for all values ofn, whereas thenp states appear to be best
described by (L,S) coupling forn<8. The intensities of some of the 5f bands are anomalously high
due to accidental resonances with the 3s d1P1g Rydberg state at the two-photon level. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1566949#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a companion paper,1 we report the use of optical–
optical double resonance with resonance enhanced multi
ton ionization~OODR/REMPI! to excitegerade nsandnd
Rydberg states of O2 using two-photon excitation from
single rotational levels of the metastableb 1S0g

1 valence state
in a „11@~28!118#… excitation pathway~the OODR notation
has been described previously!.1 We now apply the same
technique to exciteungerade npandn f Rydberg states using
three-photon excitation from single rotational levels of t
b 1S0g

1 state in a„11@~38!118#… excitation pathway.
Reachingungeradestates from thegerade b1S0g

1 state
requires an odd number of photons. A few, short, vibratio
progressions ofnp Rydberg states have been identified f
n53 – 4 in a range of one-photon absorption experime
from theX 3Sg

2 , a 1D2g , andb 1S0g
1 states2–12 and in~311!

REMPI experiments from theX 3Sg
2 state.13 By photolyzing

O3, Collins et al.10 were able to prepare O2 in the a 1D2g

state, virtually in the absence of theX 3Sg
2 state, and hence

were able to observenp series up ton510. In addition, they
also tentatively identified somen f series wheren54 – 9.
However, these bands were generally broad and in s
cases probably represent unresolved components base
the two spin–orbit components of the core. One-photon tr
sitions from theX 3S0g

2 state tov50 of the 4f complex have
also been reported,14 and eight states with sharp structu
were rotationally analyzed.

The low-n part of the O2 spectrum has been much stu
ied, but it has been difficult to interpret because of stro
Rydberg–valence interactions which predissociate and s
the low-n Rydberg states.15,16While the effects of such inter

a!Also at Department of Physics, Section of Atomic and Molecular Phys
Royal Institute of Technology, KTH Roslagstullsbacken 21, S-106
Stockholm, Sweden.

b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax:144-131-
6506453. Electronic mail: tr01@holyrood.ed.ac.uk
8790021-9606/2003/118(19)/8791/6/$20.00
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actions should diminish asn increases, at the same time th
energy levels will become closer together, leading to a c
gested spectrum where single rovibronic bands will be h
to distinguish from an apparent continuum of blended ban

To simplify the spectrum in this energy region we ha
used„11@~38!118#… OODR/REMPI spectroscopy. This mu
tiphoton excitation scheme has several advantages
single-photon excitation. Using three photons removes
need to generate the high-energy vacuum ultraviolet pho
required to excite, in a single-photon transition, theungerade
Rydberg states that lie at energies above 75 000 cm21. Mul-
tiphoton excitation also allows access to higher-angu
momentum states that cannot be reached by single-ph
transitions. Furthermore, since the OODR/REMPI spectr
is recorded via a single intermediate rotational level, onl
few rotational levels of the Rydberg states can appear in
final spectrum, resulting in a less congested spectrum c
pared with absorption spectroscopy from thea 1D2g or
b 1S0g

1 states, populated through photolysis of O3 or dis-
charge excitation of O2 , where a large number of rovibra
tional levels of the initial state are populated.

While the advantage of rotational selection for inves
gating the Rydberg states is clear, the two-color, multipho
setup also allows for other excitation schemes which
complicate the spectrum. For example, the 3p f 1S0u

1 v51
level is detected through three different excitation schem
at nprobe521 690 cm21 through „11@~38!118#…, at nprobe

525 960 cm21 through „11@~2811!118#…, both via the
b 1S0g

1 state, and atnprobe526 050 cm21 through ~38118!,
directly from theX 3Sg

2 state. Thus the three-photon sign
from the states of interest may be affected in many ways
can be concealed by competing resonances, enhanced b
additional resonance at the one- or two-photon levels, or
minished by ground-state depletion. In this last process,
population of the ground-state rotational level from whi
the OODR pathway begins can be depleted by a more fa
able excitation involving the probe laser alone. Examples

,
1

1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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this ground-state depletion are described in Sec. III E.
A further disadvantage of the technique is that the pe

are power broadened as a consequence of the high-p
densities that are required to excite a nonresonant th
photon transition. Previous work with our experimental
rangement has demonstrated that the observed maximu
a signal is shifted towards higher energy as the power bro
ening increases. Comparisons with the known 3p f 1S0u

1

state band positions12 indicate that our results overestima
the energy by up to 10 cm21 even after calibration. Thus a
of the transition energies quoted here are subject to a sim
offset.

In a companion paper,1 experimental results showed th
the 3s and 3d states are best described by (L,S) coupling,
while ~V,v! coupling becomes more appropriate asn in-
creases. Those results also highlighted two criteria that w
crucial for the observation of strong~211! REMPI signals
from the essentially singletb 1S0g

1 state. First, strong transi
tions are observed to states which are singlet in the (L,S)
coupling scheme or are linear combinations of equal weig
of singlet- and triplet-spin states in the~V,v! coupling
scheme~the remaining states being pure triplets in th
scheme!. Second, it was shown that strong transitions
only observed to states which are not predissociated. T
was exemplified by the 4s and 5s states where only very
weak transitions were observed to the former, which are p
dissociated with a linewidth of;6 cm21, whereas strong
transitions were observed to the latter, which have linewid
of <2 cm21. The same criteria will be used to interpret th
~311! REMPI spectra from theb 1S0g

1 state recorded in the
present study.

II. EXPERIMENT

The pump and probe photons were produced by two
dependently tunable dye lasers~Lambda Physik FL 3002 and
Lambda Physik FL 2002! pumped by a XeCl excimer lase
~Lambda Physik EMG201MSC!. The ~0,0! band of theb
←X transition, at 13 118.0 cm21, was pumped using R700
The probe photons for the~11@38118#! scheme were gener
ated using the dyes DMQ, QUI, DPS, S3, and C47 to co
the region 345–485 nm. The counterpropagating pump
probe laser beams were focused to an overlapping point
differentially pumped ionization chamber using lenses of
cal length 6 cm and intersected, at 90°, the pulsed molec
beam generated using a backing pressure of 600 Torr of2 .
The resulting ions were ejected into a linear time-of-flig
mass spectrometer, and the ion current from the microch
nel plate detector was processed by a boxcar integrator
stored on a PC.

The wavelength of the probe laser was calibrated by
multaneously recording the neon optogalvanic spectr
However, the main source of error in the measurements
the power broadening, discussed above, which results in
quoted experimental transition energies being up to 10 cm21

higher than the true values.
With the possible exception ofv50, 1, and 2 of the 4f

states, the observed vibronic bands could not be fully ro
tionally resolved and may be blends of two or three lin
ownloaded 05 Sep 2013 to 129.215.222.127. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
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~e.g.,S and T branch lines!. Hence term values for the ob
served Rydberg states could not be obtained. The data
sented are therefore, strictly, transition energies.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Overview

Figure 1 shows the„11@~38!118#… OODR/REMPI spec-
trum over the range 75 000–86 000 cm21. In this spectrum,
and all of those shown in this work, the intermediate st
b 1S0g

1 (v50, J50) is optically pumped from the groun
state. The spectrum is dominated by the well-known2–5,7,12

vibrational progression of the 3p f 1S0u
1 state. In this pro-

gression, each vibronic band@full width at half maximum
~FWHM! ;30 cm21# is comprised of unresolvedR and T
branches which are separated by 17 cm21, but are blended as
a result of power broadening. Previous VUV absorption st
ies have shown that these bands have well-resolved r
tional structure with sharp lines.

The v50 bands of the other two singlet 3p Rydberg
states in (L,S) coupling, 3p 1P1u and 3p e1D2u states, are
only seen very weakly in the spectrum shown in Fig. 1. T
v51 level of the 3p e1D2u state is hidden by one of th
broader features which result from one-color four-phot
transitions from the ground state tov50, 1, and 2 of the
3d-state cluster.17,18

The OODR/REMPI spectrum recorded by scanni
nprobe between 24 500 and 29 100 cm21 is shown in Fig. 2.
The spectrum in Fig. 2 is shown in expanded form and r
caled to give the~1138! four-photon energy, in Figs. 3 and 4
As Fig. 4 is a composite of two spectra, neither of which
power normalized, only a broad overview of the relative
tensities of the peaks can be obtained.

The bands shown in Fig. 2 are observed via several
ferent excitation pathways. Most of the broad signals
caused by ~38118! transitions from theX 3Sg

2 ground
state to 3p Rydberg states.13 The 3p f 1S0u

1 vibrational pro-
gression is seen strongly in thisnprobe region via
„11@~2811!118#… transitions, in which one pump and tw

FIG. 1. OODR/REMPI spectrum ofv50 – 4 of the O2 3p f 1S0u
1 Rydberg

state excited in a„11@~38!118#… scheme viab 1S0g
1 (v50, J50). The

broader features~starred! arev50 – 2 of the 3d Rydberg-state cluster see
via ~48118! excitation of theX 3Sg

2 state.
t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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probe photons coherently excite a three-photon transi
from the b 1S0g

1 state. Thev50 levels of the 3p 1P1u and
3p e1D2u states, indicated in Fig. 3, are observed ve
weakly by the same excitation route. Thev50 – 2 levels of
the 3s d1P1g state19 are observed via„11@~28!128#… transi-
tions. Most of the remaining bands have been assigne
„11@~38!118#… Rydberg resonances and are discussed be

Severalnp andn f states are assigned. These were id
tified mainly on the basis of their effective quantum numb
n* 5(n2d), as calculated from the Rydberg equation

T~@Vc#nl !5IE~Vc!2R/@n2d~ l !#2,

where T(@Vc#nl) is the term value of the electronic sta
origin, R is the Rydberg constant~10 9735.5 cm21!, and
IE(Vc) is the ionization energy of the relevant spin–or
component of the2Pg ion to which the Rydberg series con

FIG. 2. OODR/REMPI spectrum of O2 over the range nprobe

524 400– 29 000 cm21. The energy scale shows probe photon energy ra
than total energy in order to illustrate the occurrence of different excita
schemes. The 3s d 1P1g (v50 – 2) bands are seen via a„11@~28!128#…
scheme, the 3p f 1S0u

1 (v50,1,3,4) bands via a„11@~2811!118#… scheme
and the 5f states via a„11@~38!118#… scheme, all excited viab 1S0g

1 (v
50, J50). Various 3p Rydberg states~starred! are observed via a~38118!
scheme from theX 3Sg

2 state. The 3s C 3Pg (v52) band~1! is seen via
„11@~28!128#… ionization.

FIG. 3. OODR/REMPI spectrum of O2 between 86 100 and 91 400 cm21

excited viab 1S0g
1 (v50, J50). The energy scale corresponds to~1138!

excitation. The 3p states are seen by„11@~2811!118#… ionization.
ownloaded 05 Sep 2013 to 129.215.222.127. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
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verges. IEs for O2
1 X 2P1/2g and X 2P3/2g of 97 348 and

97 548 cm21, respectively, were used.20,21 d was found to be
0.7360.07 and 0.0160.04 for thenp andn f states, respec
tively. These agree closely with the values of 0.7760.06
and 0.060.01 for thenp and n f states of atomic oxygen
respectively.

The transition energies for the observednp andn f Ry-
dberg state vibronic levels and the effective quantum nu
bers of their electronic origins are presented in Table I. It c
be seen that thenp 1S0u

1 series, withn53 – 10, converging
on O2

1 X 2P3/2g has been identified. Then f Rydberg state
clusters, forn54 – 9, which appear in pairs with a spacin
of ;200 cm21, corresponding to the splitting o
O2

1 X 2P1/2,3/2g , have also been identified.

B. np states

The three singlet 3p Rydberg states in (L,S) coupling,
3p f 1S0u

1 , 3p 1P1u , and 3p e1D2u , have all been observe
previously.v50 – 4 of the sharp 3p f 1S0u

1 state have been
seen via a strong one-photon transitions from theb 1S0g

1

state.12 The 3p 1P1u v50 level around 75 170 cm21 has
been seen via strong one-photon transitions from thea 1D2g

andb 1S0g
1 states.10,12The 3p e1D2u v50 and 1 levels have

been seen via strong one-photon transitions from thea 1D2g

state,10,12 around 75 390 and 77 230 cm21 and via weak
three-photon transitions from theX 3Sg

2 state,13 around
75 400 and 77 200 cm21. In previous studies, both th
3p 1P1u and 3p e1D2u states were seen as diffuse band
showing that they are predissociated. Thev50 bands of the
3p 1P1u and 3p e1D2u states are only seen very weakly
the spectrum shown in Fig. 1. The observation that th
states are predissociated explains, at least in part, why
are seen so weakly here.

The v50 and 1 bands of the 4p j 1S0u
1 state have been

seen via strong, rotationally sharp, one-photon transiti
from the b 1S0g

1 state.12 Although a strong transition to
v51 of the 4p j 1S0u

1 state can be seen in Fig. 3, thev50
band is absent. This will be discussed further in Sec. III
The other two singlet 4p Rydberg states,
4p h 1P1u (87 121 cm21) and 4p i 1D2u (87 128 cm21) have

r
n

FIG. 4. OODR/REMPI spectrum of O2 between 90 100 and 98 000 cm21

excited viab 1S0g
1 (v50, J50). The energy scale corresponds to~1138!

excitation. The ionization energies of O2
1 X 2P1/2g andX 2P3/2g at 97 348

and 97 548 cm21, respectively, are arrowed.
t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. Experimental transition energies, in cm21, for thosenp (n55 – 10) andn f (n54 – 9) Rydberg states
of O2 observed in the„11@~38!118#… OODR/REMPI spectrum and literature values for those 3p and 4p states
which are also observed in the present study. The effective quantum numbersn* were calculated using ioniza
tion energies of O2

1 X 2P1/2g andX 2P3/2g of 97 348 and 97 548 cm21, respectively~Refs. 20 and 21!. See text
for discussion of the 4f cluster. For each core state, the values forn f states withn>4 refer to unresolved
components.

Vc51/2 v
nl n* 0 1 2 3

4f 3.98 90430 92318 94172
4f 3.99 90454 92347 94185
4f 4.00 90470 92368 94201 96002
5f 4.99 92943 94839 96676
6f 5.97 94313 96197
7f 7.03 95131 96996
8f 8.06 95659 97528
9f 9.02 96002

Vc53/2 v

nl n* 0 1 2 3 4

3p 1P1u 2.21 75170a

3p 1D2u 2.23 75390b

3p 1S0u
1 2.27 76263.7c 78153.0c 80001.8c 81824.1c 83600.8c

4p 1P1u 3.24 87121d

4p 1S0u
1 3.28 87370.0c 89264.5c

4f 3.99 90635 92512 94374
4f 3.99 90655 92548 94384
4f 4.00 90667 92564 94403 96199
5p 1S0u

1 4.25 91474
5f 5.00 93160 95031 96873
6p 1S0u

1
¯ ¯ 95518

6f 6.01 94509 96392
7p 1S0u

1 6.32 94799 96655
7f 7.03 95325 97194
8p 1S0u

1 7.31 95496 97345
8f 7.92 95800
9p 1S0u

1 8.34 95971
9f 9.01 96197
10p 1S0u

1 9.26 96269

aLiterature~Ref. 12! transition energy.
bLiterature~Ref. 10! transition energy.
cLiterature~Ref. 12! term values forJ850.
dLiterature~Ref. 6! transition energy.
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both been observed following one-photon transitions fr
the X 3Sg

2 state6 and thea 1D2g state,22 respectively. The
4p h 1P1u Rydberg state has been shown6 to contain only
one unpredissociated rotational levelJ51, while the sharp-
ness of the 4p i 1D2u state was not specified. The narro
peak observed at 87 121 cm21 in Fig. 3 is probably due to a
transition to v50, J51 of the 4p h 1P1u Rydberg state.
However, on the basis of the line position, a transition tov
50 of the 4p i 1D2u state cannot be discounted.

Thev50 levels of thenp 1S0u
1 series are identified up to

n510. Weak bands are observed at;225 cm21 to low en-
ergy of then58 – 10 members of this series. These may
due to thenp 3S0u

2 series to which thenp 1S0u
1 series is

coupled by spin–orbit interaction. However, such an ass
ment must remain tentative.

Clearly, the core–Rydberg coupling of thenp states is
very different from that in thens andnd states. The strong
series1S0u

1 in (L,S) coupling can mix with the3S0u
2 series

as a result of spin–orbit coupling in the core. However, it
 129.215.222.127. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
e

-

known thatn53 and 4 of the3S0u
2 series undergo avoide

crossings with theB 3S0u
2 valence state.9 This very strong

interaction@;4000 and 2000 cm21 for n53 and 4, respec-
tively ~Ref. 16!# dominates any spin–orbit coupling with th
1S0u

1 Rydberg state~;200 cm21!. The strength of the
Rydberg–valence interaction will continue to decrease an
increases. If the tentative assignment that the3S0u

2 series
becomes observable forn>8 is correct, this implies tha
spin–orbit coupling has become dominant for these state

The v514, 15, and 19 vibrational levels of thef 8 1S0u
1

valence state with origins at 88 313.7, 88 631.0, and 88 97
cm21, respectively, have been previously observed, in
energy region covered by Fig. 3, in one-photon absorpt
experiments from theX 3Sg

2 state.23 Two weak bands at
88 304 and 88 604 cm21 are now seen in the region of th
v514 and 15 levels in the spectrum in Fig. 3. However,
seems very unlikely that these two weak bands can be
signed as thev514 and 15 levels of thef 8 1S0u

1 valence
t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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state since they are observed atlower energies than the lit-
erature values~power broadening would move the bands
higher energy!. Therefore these two bands, along with a th
at 89 183 cm21, remain unassigned.

C. nf states

The n f Rydberg state clusters, forn54 – 9, which ap-
pear in pairs with a spacing of;200 cm21, corresponding to
the splitting of O2

1 X 2P1/2,3/2g , have been identified. Thi
suggests that then f states, even for the lowest,n54 cluster,
can be effectively described by~V,v! coupling and are pre
sented accordingly in Table I. The current assignments
into question the previous identification10 of some broad-
bands seen in the one-photon absorption spectra from
a 1D2g state as higher-n f states.

In these assignments we have only specifiedVc , nRy ,
and l Ry . The different possible orientations of thef orbital
with respect to the core~i.e., lRy) will result in a cluster of
states that can each be further characterized by anV value. If
spin is to be conserved, only transitions from the sing
b 1S0g

1 state to states that, in~V,v! coupling, are linear com-
binations of singlet- and triplet-spin states will be allowe
The 4 possible configurations of (2Pg)n flRy will produce
16 such states, 8 for eachVc , ~see Table I of Ref. 1!. Three-
photon transitions from theb 1S0g

1 state to 12 of these ar
allowed, 6 for eachVc ~transitions to the 02 andG states are
still forbidden!.

In an attempt to identify different components of thef
cluster, the 4f (v50, 1, and 2! bands were recorded unde
higher resolution using a lower probe laser power an
slower scan speed. In the resultant spectra, shown in Fi
the linewidth is reduced to;10 cm21 and many more peak
are observed. For instance, the two bands near 92 400
92 600 cm21, shown in Fig. 4 and assigned tov
51 (2P1/2,g)4 f and (2P3/2,g)4 f , respectively, are now see
to consist of at least three peaks in Fig. 5~b!.

Using the relative intensities of the 3p states, shown in
the spectrum in Fig. 1, an attempt can be made to pre
which 4f states will be observed. Thus it might be expec
that the 4f 1S0u

1 /3S0u
2 coupled pair will be observed strongly

whereas the two 4f 1,3P1u and two 4f 1,3D2u coupled pairs
will only be observed very weakly. As the 4f 1,3F3u coupled
pair has no equivalent 3p states~they involve thef d orbital!,
its intensity cannot be predicted.

Transitions to the 4f 1S0u
1 /3S0u

2 coupled pair of states
from b 1S0g

1 (v50, J50) should consist ofR and T
branches separated by 17 cm21, assuming a typicalB value
of 1.7 cm21. The separation of the two highest-energy pea
in each triad in Fig. 5~b! is equal to this value to within the
experimental uncertainties. Furthermore, the observed s
rations of the equivalent peaks in thev50 and 2 spectra in
Figs. 5~a! and 5~c! are not significantly different. Thus th
two highest-energy peaks in each triad are tentatively
signed toR andT branches of transitions to the 4f 1S0u

1 /3S0u
2

coupled pair of states.
Transitions to the two 4f 1,3P1u coupled pairs from

b 1S0g
1 (v50, J50) should consist ofR, S, andT branches

while those to the two 4f 1,3D2u coupled pairs should consis
ownloaded 05 Sep 2013 to 129.215.222.127. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
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of SandT branches sinceJ must be>V. If the experimental
linewidth is 10 cm21, then the branches will not be resolve
in either case. The unresolved branches will produce a sin
peak which is much broader than any observed in Fig. 5~b!.
This appears to confirm that the two 4f 1,3P1u and two
4 f 1,3D2u coupled pairs are not seen strongly.

The transitions to the1,3F3u coupled pair of states from
b 1S0g

1 (v50, J50) should only consist of anS branch.
Thus the lowest-energy peak in each of the triads observe
Fig. 5 can be tentatively assigned to a transition to the1,3F3u

coupled pair of states. A further peak, for which we have
assignment, is observed between the triplets in the spect
the v50 andv52 levels, but not in that of thev51 level.

One-photon transitions from theX 3Sg
2 state to eight ro-

tationally sharp states of the 4f v50 complex have been
reported.14 Because of the experimental uncertainties, it
not possible to determine which, if any, of these eight sta
are observed in the present experiments. Thus, although
present assignments of peaks to different components o
4 f cluster are consistent with the experimental observatio
they are still speculative. Indeed, it may not be possible
associate the observed features with any specific electr
substates.

D. Signal enhancement by the 3 s d 1P1g
Rydberg state

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that thev50 and 3 bands of
the 5f series, particularly those converging on the lower e

FIG. 5. Higher-resolution spectra of the lowest vibrational levels of thef
Rydberg states of O2 : ~a! v50, ~b! v51, ~c! v52. The broad structure
below (2P1/2,g)4f (v50) is a one-color signal.
t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ergy O2
1 X 2P1/2g , have considerably higher intensity tha

the othern f peaks. These two intense peaks coincide, at
two-photon level, withv50 and 2 of the 3s d1P1g Rydberg
state, respectively.19 The simultaneous two- and three-phot
resonances produce a more intense and complex signal
either transition would be expected to do on its own.
contrast,v51 of the 3s d1P1g state appears with only me
dium intensity as its signal is not resonantly enhanced at
three-photon level. No assignment has been made for
band with medium intensity at 95 380 cm21, which also ap-
pears to be involved in some form of accidental resonan

The broad band aroundnprobe528 200 cm21 is due to
v52 of the 3s C3Pg Rydberg state seen by„11@~28!128#…
ionization. TheV51 component is observed due to spin
orbit interaction (;98%3P1g,2% 1P1g) with the two-
photon spin-allowed 3s d1P1g state. A two-photon transition
to the same vibronic level from the singleta 1D2g state has
also been reported.24

E. Ground-state depletion

The sharp band with medium intensity atnprobe

525 400 cm21 in Fig. 2 is due to„11@~38!118#… ionization
via v51 of the rotationally sharp 4p j 1S0u

1 level.12 How-
ever,v50 of the same state, which is also rotationally sha
and should appear aroundnprobe524 750 cm21, is not ob-
served. Similarly, thev52 band of the 3p f 1S0u

1 state
which, when excited via a„11@~2811!118#… pathway,
should appear atnprobe526 880 cm21 is also missing al-
though the same level is seen via a„11@~38!118#… scheme. It
is known that three photons of this probe energy will exc
v53 of the 3p e8 3Du state from theX 3Sg

2 state.13 Thus it
appears that even this very weak three-photon transition
compete effectively with the strongly forbidden one-phot
b 1S0g

1 ←X 3Sg
2 transition and deplete the OODR/REMP

signal. More specifically, it isv50, J51 of theX 3Sg
2 state

that is uniquely pumped in the OODR experiment, and he
it must be this rotational level that is effectively depleted
the three-photon resonance.

As can be seen from Fig. 2,nprobe524 750 cm21, which
should exciten50 of the 4p j 1S0u

1 state in a„11@~38!118#…
ionization scheme, also gives rise to a weakly structu
probe-only signal fromX 3Sg

2 . This transition must also be
effective in depletingv50, J51 of the X 3Sg

2 state at
nprobe524 750 cm21. In contrast, the „11@~38!118#…
4p h 1P1u signal is observed, superimposed on the sa
weakly structured background atnprobe524 666 cm21.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have used two-color optical–optical double res
nance with~311! REMPI via the metastableb 1S0g

1 state to
study ungeradeRydberg states converging on O2

1 X 2Pg .
The spectra clearly show two series ofn f-state clusters, one
converging on O2

1 X 2P1/2g and one on O2
1 X 2P3/2g , with

quantum defects very close to zero. One strongnp 1S0u
1 se-
ownloaded 05 Sep 2013 to 129.215.222.127. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
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ries (n53 – 10) converging onX 2P3/2g has also been ob
served.~V,v! coupling appears to describe then f states most
accurately, but only becomes dominant, if at all, forn>8
members of thenp series. The signal from the 4f Rydberg
states can be resolved into several bands. It is suggested
by analogy with thenp series where the1P1u and 1D2u

states are missing, transitions to the1S0u
1 /3S0u

2 and 1,3F3u

coupled pairs of states are observed.
Thev50 and 3 bands of the 5f series have considerabl

higher intensity than the othern f peaks as a result of acc
dental resonances at the two-photon level withv50 and 2 of
the 3s d1P1g Rydberg state. In contrast, some OODR tra
sitions are not observed at all due to depletion of the ini
rotational level in the excitation pathway by probe-laser-o
transitions.
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